
Notice to speakers: 
 
1) The main purpose of this meeting is to present and discuss results that are 
being vetted for presentation at GWDAW or will soon be published.  [The schedule is 
front-loaded with these presentations.] If these discussions run longer than 
anticipated, some of the status reports may need to be shortened or canceled.  If 
the discussions take less time -- the status talks may be moved up in the shedule. 
Be flexible. 
 
2) If you are presenting *results* to be approved for presentation at GWDAW, please 
flag them clearly in your talk, so that members know what they are being asked to 
comment on or approve.  Perhaps a summary slide that recaps the main 
issues/results at the end of your talk would be a good way to do this. 
 
 
 
Saturday: 
 
08:45 -- 08:46 Announcements 
08:46 -- 09:00 report from the LSC-VIRGO joint analysis group on bursts 
09:00 -- 09:05 questions 
09:05 -- 09:20 report from the LSC-VIRGO joint analysis group on inspirals 
09:20 -- 09:25 questions 
09:25 -- 09:32 status of GEO [Josh Smith] 
09:32 -- 09:39 status of LIGO TBA 
09:39 -- 09:45 status of VIRGO TBA 
09:46 -- 10:45 round-table discussion on the future of LSC-VIRGO data 
   analyses and answers on technical questions on presentations 
10:45 -- 11:00 break 
11:00 -- 12:00 Stochastic Presentations 
               
12:00 -- 13:15 Lunch 
 
13:15 -- 15:45 IUL  
               *  LIGO TAMA (draft w/ minor revisions to be 
                  circulated prior to the meeting.) 
               *  s3/s4 results (including many prelim results 
                  to be vetted for GWDAW) 
               *  S5 early progress report 
 
15:45 -- 16:00 break 
 
16:00 -- 18:30 CW 
 1.5 hrs: two talks on s2 fstat isolated and binary scox1. 
   Mature draft paper will be distributed. 
   Results for GWDAW will be presented. 
  .5 hrs: E@H preliminary results for GWDAW will be presented. 
 .5 hrs: s3/s4 Time domain search 
   preliminary results for GWDAW will be presented 
 
 
Sunday: 
 
08:45 -- 12:00 Burst presentations. (with a break in here somewhere) 
   -- s4 untriggered (draft likely to be circulated), GWDAW results 
   -- s2,3,4 triggered grb. GWDAW results. 
   -- cosmic strings, possible results for  GWDAW 
   -- possibly LIGO/ARIGA results for GWDAW 
   -- possibly LIGO/GEO s4 analysis with results for GWDAW 
 



12:00 -- 13:15 Lunch 
 
13:15 -- 14:45 Open discussion time.  
   Prioritized list of what need to be addressed: 
   1) Any unresolved issues regarding publications and results 

for gwdaw. 
   2) S5 planning.  (This is not the progress reports: these should  

have already been presented.) This is time for a group-think 
about priorities and planning. 

   3) Standards for internal posting of triggers.  Gaby will lead. 
 
                 
14:45 -- 15:00 Break 
 
15:00 -- 17:30 progress reports  
   Speakers: Be prepared for two possibilities: 

(1) Discussion above may end early, so these talks can move 
forward. 
(2) If the discussions run too long, we may need to shorten these. 
 

   Burst: 0.5 hour 
   CW:  1.0 hour 
   Stoch: 1.0 hour 
 
 


